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Kentucky gets very warm, very quickly in May! Jim was in the yard all afternoon today, putting in
coleus, Gerba daisies, impatiens, dahlias and day lilies, getting color in the yard for August, when the
bulbs I love so much are finished with their bloom. He is getting us ready for Homecoming 2014,
which will take place over Labor Day weekend. As for me, I rejoice in the air conditioning! And I
continue to work on the data base for “emotion”. This is preparatory to further writing on the next
book of the Living the Law of One series, which I will call 102: The Outer Work. But back to our next
gathering, the Homecoming. Plans are just beginning to come together, and those who want seats
are beginning to write in and reserve theirs. Please join them! Homecoming will be wonderful!
– Carla L. Rueckert

Why is May an exciting month for us? Because each May L/L Research does its equivalent of shouting
“LIVE FROM NEW YORK, IT’S SATURDAY NIGHT!”, announcing its annual Homecoming Gathering held in its
hometown of Louisville, KY. Except without an opening skit. And a much less talented cast.
Beginning: Friday, August 29
Ending: Sunday, August 31
(With optional, additional time on Monday, September 1st if you’d like to hang out longer…. and help
put stuff away.)
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Format
At this year’s Homecoming we will do
as we have in year’s past, and create
space for attendees to use a segment
of time to present on a topic that is
close to his or her heart. The amount
of time usually works out to around
30 minutes per person.
Presentation is not necessary – many
choose to participate in the event
without presenting – but it is highly
encouraged if you have even an
Site of last year’s Homecoming
inkling of interest. We love hearing
from everyone in the circle and find the energy flows, builds, and spirals upward ever so intensely
and beautifully when seekers bring something to the table.
Options for presentation include but are not limited to:








Sharing of an important event in your life, be it traumatic or wholly positive
Sharing of significant current catalyst, be it a life lesson, or recent conundrum
Performing the entire Lord of the Rings trilogy in under 30 minutes
Coming with a question for the group in order to receive feedback from other seekers
Reading a paper you wrote regarding philosophy, metaphysics, or something else close to
your heart.
Playing or performing music, reciting poetry, or other creative expression
Spoon bending exhibition. (Seriously, if you can bend spoons with your mind, please show us.)

The basic criteria are that your presentation be in some way related to
spirituality/philosophy/personal growth, and of course not be heinously offensive to other attendees.
Within those parameters the possibilities are limitless.

Registration
With that, registration is open!
For more logistical information please click here.
To register please click here or send an email to us at contact@llresearch.org.
If you would like to discuss the upcoming event with other seekers and perhaps look into the
possibility of carpooling and/or room sharing and/or couch surfing, please visit Homecoming’s thread
on the Bring4th Forums in the “Meet-Up Area” forum here.
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Jim writes: This past April Carla observed the third anniversary of the
surgery on her lower back which began her current situation. The first
year of the recovery saw multiple infections stop and retard the healing.
The second year and a half saw three attempts at using a wound VAC
pump that had no real effect on the wound. The last six months have
seen the first time use of Santyl ointment and silver nitrate on the
wound. The wound bed is now rising in a number of places. We are
hopeful with continued treatment and patience that the wound will heal
completely within the next year. It should be noted that Carla has
maintained a constant positive attitude and love of life during this whole
process. It feels to both of us that we are exactly where we need to be
and doing just what we need to be doing. We look forward to seeing
folks at this year’s Homecoming Gathering.

In 15.14, Ra said, “The understanding, experiencing, accepting, and merging of self with self and with
other-self, and finally with the Creator, is the path to the heart of self.” Naturally we took this to
mean that our two websites also need merged. As such we embarked upon a quest to merge and
unify our archive website, www.llresearch.org, with our community website, www.bring4th.org. This
project began in earnest last year and continues full steam ahead. (Though sometimes the steam is
more like a subtle, almost imperceptible wind.) Our goal is to have the new website released and
ready by Summer, 2014.
The new supersite will retain the URL www.llresearch.org, and will contain both the library and the
community aspects. All of this will be organized and navigable through a horizontal menu system that
stretches from left to right across the top third of the screen with expanding, drop-down vertical
columns.
You can read a comprehensive listing of all the upgrades we hope to make to the new website by
going to this thread on Bring4th. (Steve E., L/L Research’s webmaster, gives a current update at the
end of the thread.) Among the highlights of the many upgrades, we hope to create:
User Account: A global user account that allows the user not only to access the forums and the online
store with a single account, but also allows the same account to create a custom experience of the
library. For instance, the user can star favorite transcripts, mark them as “read” or “unread”, and add
individual transcripts to custom-made lists, including To Read Later and Save This Recipe.
Topical Organization: The lifetime of material that Carla, Jim, and other L/L channels have produced
is vast. Currently they are organized only by year. We hope to organize them in topical fashion,
allowing the user to sort not only by topic, but by Confederation source, “most read”, etc.
Our Identity and Services: The way the websites are currently organized, it’s not entirely clear what
services we offer, and who we are. We hope to clarify this through greater prominence and
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organization of these services. (Always, of course, making our identity/story secondary and
subordinate to the primary function of the website: the sharing of the Confederation philosophy.)
This new section will include sections regarding L/L’s history, its staff/volunteers, and its mission
statement.
All of the above-mentioned items are in addition to an improved online store with multiple shipping
speeds and recurring donations, a website that functions better on mobile and tablet devices, and
even greater means of facilitating the connecting of seeker to seeker, including more prominent
listing of study group’s around the world.

Ra Session mp3’s
A project years in the works is complete: all 106 sessions of the Ra Contact are finally and fully
available for digital download in our online store! And they are available by individual Q&A’s at
www.lawofone.info.
Our current online store won’t let us bundle multiple sessions for a discount (they are currently $3.00
per session), so we found a workaround and created a means whereby the user can order a custommade L/L Research flash drive that contains multiple sessions at a discount.
Prior to this project, only a handful of people had ever heard the actual Ra Contact. Many thanks to
Plenum for all his volunteer effort in making this happen.

Translations
German: The translations of L/L Research material continue apace, most notably the Law of One into
German. As of this writing, our friend Jochen Blumenthal has only seventeen sessions remaining to
translate, and, with the editing help of our editor, Edgard, has produced Book I - III in German.
Chinese: Though the first time the Law of One material was ever translated, it was into Chinese, we
have not had the actual Chinese-language books available from the archive website until recently.
They are now available here. Many thanks to Terry Hsu.
Romanian: And thanks to Alex Mace, The Law of One has made its first appearance into Romanian.
Spanish: A translator from Mexico, Veronica, has offered to begin translating L/L Research’s conscious
channeling work into Spanish. --- You translators are amazing people!

Amazonian Services
Kindle: We’ve been working hard on getting our titles available for the Kindle, the e-reader with the
greatest number of users currently on the market. As of May, 2014, we are happy to report that
many of our titles are finally available in Kindle format.
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We’ve averaged a copy or two each day of Carla’s Living the Law of One 101 from Kindle sales. More
than we were selling physical books!
Amazon: We realized that even though we were not selling our physical books through the worldgiant Amazon.com, our books nevertheless had product pages on that website. Third-party sellers
were attempting to re-sell for astronomical prices. For instance, the cheapest re-sell of a “new” copy
of Living the Law of One 101 was… well, give yourself a good laugh and check out this page.
So we decided that we would create an account for L/L Research and sell our own books through
Amazon’s product pages. We had to increase the retail price for these books because Amazon
requires a portion of each sale, but people we still get a handful of sales each week. People seem to
want the convenience of Amazon.

Interviews


Audio: Carla interviewed by Deb West for her program Lost Knowledge on September 10,
2013.



Video: Carla interviewed by Huffington Post blogger Denise Wilbanks on October 16, 2013 and
March 6, 2014.



Audio: Jim interviewed by Deb West for her program Lost Knowledge on October 24, 2013.



Audio: Jim interviewed by Joel Terry on December 11, 2013.
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Archetypes Workshop: April 22 – 13, 2014
L/L Research enjoyed a wonderful weekend spent exploring the Archetypes of Mind with a small
group of seekers in central Kentucky under the teaching and facilitation of our friend Sephira Vox. (As
picture above, so picture below.)
The setting was extraordinary. It was the one of the most beautiful homes we've ever personally
visited, and we think everyone else in attendance felt likewise. Green rolling hills on 100 acres, hardly
a sound that wasn't natural, a big food-and-herb-producing garden surrounded by a homemade
fence, a pond behind the house set against more rolling hills that are shining with the bright green of
new grass, tiki torches and a walkway we created by stringing white lights through freshly cut
bamboo that we placed on either side of the path, a homemade cedar-clad home imbued with some
decades of loving attention, music, bonfires, singing, study, and two hosts - Fox and Steve - who
couldn't have been more loving and accommodating, all under beautiful springtime baby blue skies.
Sephira was untested as a teacher/facilitator - we had confidence in him but didn't know how and
whether it would pan out, but Seph knocked it out of the park. He shared what he knew about the
archetypes in a manner that was insightful, informative, and adaptive to the schedule-wrecking
energies that a group invariably brings to a curriculum. He patiently listened to the many tangents
that naturally arose, riding the waves of the group energy, and synthesized all pieces of information,
pertinent or not, back into the function of the weekend.
He put together a hand-out of (a small book, really) of well over 120+ pages that we have been slowly
digesting post-workshop. We are of the opinion that it makes a sturdy to friend to the student of the
archetypes. We hope to be able to offer it through our archive website in the not distant future.
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Spiritfest: September 20 – 22, 2013
L/L Research received an invitation to host a booth at an event called Spirit Fest outside of
Indianapolis. With Austin on board this year, we decided we ought to investigate this sort of thing.
Austin got all the ducks in a row and we registered for the event.
An easy 2.5 hour drive, we arrived at Camp Chesterfield where has resided a permanent Spiritualist
community since the mid-19th century. The grounds were incredible and aesthetically beautiful. The
air permeated with a sense of finer, more subtle vibrations, perhaps due to the type of work that has
happened there for many decades. Spiritualism is a movement that heavily emphasizes mediumship
as a means of communicating with discarnate beings; mostly, as far as I can tell, discarnate entities of
Earth's inner planes. Recall the ectoplasmic manifestations witnessed by Don and Carla in the 70's
with the aid of Rev. Tingley. It was this place and this community that were responsible.
On the grounds the Spiritualists built a "Trail of Religion" that, among other unique and interesting
things, lead to this amazing stone structure with three stone walls bowed outward. In front of those
walls were evenly spaced stone busts of historical, religious and mythical figures, from Lao Tsu,
Zoroaster, Osiris, and Abraham, to Zeus, Gautama, and Confucius. (Osiris, we concurred, was the
most badass among the bunch.) At the center of the whole structure stood a bust of the King.
Originally a bust of Elvis but for some reason was replaced by Jesus. They were all so well created and
life-like that we thought certainly their eyes would open and out would pour words of wisdom from
their stone mouths.
When the fest in Spirit Fest began the following morning, we had a 10 x 10' area under a canopy with
our own table. On that table we offered a one-page handout that Carla composed, explaining
something of L/L Research and our work, along with two other print-outs, one containing the "About
the Authors" page on the archive website, the other containing an impromptu write-up of the "Core
Concepts of the Law of One". We displayed L/L's catalogue of books for sale, and we printed a large
48 x 24" posterboard with the L/L logo, our websites, and a quote from Ra about the Law of One that
we then secured to a wooden easel and set next to the table.
Attendance was low and sales were not, what you would call, lucrative. Only a handful of books were
sold. But we got the opportunity to talk with a lot of great folks, many of whom expressed interest in
the information. The majority of those in attendance were there for the clairvoyant/medium
opportunities, along with interest in crystal and other vendors. And the weather was beautiful.
Austin's favorite part of farming and, later on, making cheese in North Carolina, was hosting a booth
at the weekly farmer's market. So this event was a perfect marriage for him – an opportunity to talk
with others from a booth, and talk with them about the Law of One no less. Watching him spring to
action, I took a few tips and we slipped naturally and easily into a groove. It all felt fairly effortless,
not in the lazy way but in the sense of doing what one is supposed to be doing and feeling no
resistance from the environment or within.
The evening of the first day, we attended a service in the chapel that showcased some of the
different ways the mediums offer their service, from flame messages to flower art to tarot. It was
quite an interesting thing to witness. Among the variety of methods, the medium would receive a
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message from "spirit" – a discarnate being of some sort – and get that message to the correct
recipient in the crowd. There were some stunning "psychic hits": information that seemed to be both
accurate and obtained beyond means of the five senses. There was also a lot that was sufficiently
general/vague to make a good horoscope. Though not to criticize these mediums –I'm sure it’s not
the most ideal environment containing as it did the diverse and scattered interests of newcomers.

In the Now – Q&A with Carla and Crew
Beginning September, 2010, L/L Research launched In the Now – Q&A with Carla L. Rueckert, with
Monica Leal serving as host. The show was designed to give Carla the opportunity to respond to
seekers’ questions. Eventually Jim joined Carla’s question-answering process.
That incarnation of the program lasted until August, 2013. At the time the program was disbanded
when Monica determined that she needed to simplify her life and focus on serving and studying more
on the home front.
The show was resurrected a few months later in earlier November and re-christened In the Now –
Q&A with Carla and Crew. This time around, Carla, Jim, Gary, and Austin – the four core home
members of L/L Research – formed a panel, of sorts, to respond to seeker questions.
As of May, 2014, we’re still running strong: scanning the corner of our limited brain machines and
searching the depths of our heart to offer meaningful, hopefully somewhat helpful responses to
seeker questions.

The program airs every Tuesday at 1:00 PM Eastern time at www.blogtalkradio.com/llresearch. Each
and every past episode is available for streaming or download from that page.
We take questions from live callers on air. Additionally questions be submitted either via email, or by
visiting this page on the Bring4th website.
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Basic Principles of The Law of One
Available through International Metaphysical University (IMU), Carla L. Rueckert offers an open
enrollment class titled “Basic Principles of the Law of One.”
Class description: “The L/L Research group received the Law of One material in the early 1980s, and it
has since become a hidden classic in the field of consciousness research. However, it is not easy to
read. In 2010 Carla wrote an entry-level book, Living the Law of One-101: The Choice to give seekers
an easier run at the material. This will be the text for this class.
In Basic Principles of the Law of One, students will learn about unity, free will, love and light as well as
exploring the ways of polarity and the functions and use of the energy body. A student entering this
course can expect to learn how to graduate from third density, the Density of Choice, and go on to
fourth density, the Density of Love. Carla finds the principles of this philosophy to be very helpful in
her own life, and she looks forward to sharing this information and inspiration with you.”

This class can be accessed at International Metaphysical University’s course catalog page
http://intermetu.com/courses/consciousness/law-of-one/.
To watch Carla’s introduction video to the class, please visit
http://intermetu.com/instructors/faculty-consciousness/carla-l-rueckert-m-a/.

Daily Q’uote
We offer a “Daily Q’uote” service which features a quote from those of Q’uo – the principal source
channeled by L/L Research since 1986. This is available on the home page of our community website,
www.bring4th.org, and is the labor of love of our great friend, Fox H.

Carla’s Counseling
Though Carla is not currently offering a personal channeling service due to her medical condition, she
does continue to be available for personal counseling. To read more, visit this page
http://llresearch.org/carla_counsel.aspx.

Facebook
L/L Research has an awesome Facebook page that is updated with regular Ra excerpts, Q’uotes, and
L/L Research news. https://www.facebook.com/llresearch
Please “Like” our page to stay up to speed, and to contemplate the wisdom gems of the
Confederation with others in the online community.

Weekly Public Meditations
L/L Research’s long history of free public meditations took a hiatus beginning April, 2011 when Carla
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underwent her second major spinal surgery. She’s had a prolonged and problematic recovery since
that time, causing an extended break from the meditations.
In February of this year we resumed a limited version of the weekly meditations. Each week-end,
Carla, Jim, Austin, and Gary gather for shared silent meditation, focusing upon sharing our spiritual
walk. If Carla’s health improves sufficiently – fingers crossed – L/L will again open the doors to public
meditation.

Austin Arrives
Last time we issued a Gatherings Newsletter, one of our top volunteers and good friends, Austin B.,
had been invited to join the home crew in Louisville, but had not yet arrived. The happy day finally
came in August when Gary burst out the front door, ran to Austin’s car, and gave a huge tackling hug,
saying, “Brothers don’t shake hands, brothers gotta hug!” (In his best Chris Farley, naturally.)
It’s been a dream ever since. Not that the universe suddenly stopped presenting catalyst – there’s
always plenty of that to go around – but rather the transition was seamless, and our collaborative
work effort transpires in amazing synchrony and harmony. The strength of Austin’s consciousness has
added to our capacity to serve in ways that have been sorely needed for some time. Many of the
new, or deepened, efforts we’ve been initiating the past year are thanks to his added manpower.

Azeem Assists
A portion of the correspondence that L/L Research receives from individuals around the world comes
from the incarcerated - those spiritual seekers who seek within the confines of prison walls. As you
may imagine, their letters contain a more intensive, sustained need for correspondence, as many are
often cut-off not only from other spiritual seekers, but are separated from the outside world, some
without any family or friends outside of prison with whom to communicate.
This demographic of spiritual seeker writes handwritten notes and requires a certain consistent level
of response and attention, making it problematic for those of us at the L/L Research center in
Louisville to meet this genuine need.
Through her volunteer efforts beginning over seven years ago, Lorena Lucille had established L/L’s
modern prison ministry, corresponding with a wide range of prisoners, coordinating with us to get
prisoners free books, and even issuing a quarterly newsletter called The LOOP (Law of One Prisoner)
Newsletter.
After five years of excellent service, life called Lorena elsewhere. We did our best to keep up in her
absence, and to fill in the hole left by her departure. A few who volunteered to head up the ministry
over the past couple years, but life, as well, called them elsewhere.
Fortunately we were blessed with Azeem, a U.S.-based volunteer who stepped forward to fill the
shoes and head the prison ministry. Thus far he has responded to letters from prisoners conveying
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L/L’s spirit of encouraging, supporting, empowering, welcoming, and generally loving the spiritual
seeker. Azeem is a lyrical artist, and you can check out his work here: http://vimeo.com/70638854.

A Moderator Moderates
The Bring4th website is designed to serve as the online community side of L/L Research. Not that all
who enjoy this information have the time/interest/energy to participate in an online forum, but for
those who do, a small sense of home and kinship is possible.
The forums however do require the occasional moderating, from technical tasks, to housekeeping
items, to fulfilling requests, and occasionally to guarding the boundaries by compassionate
interpretation and application of the guidelines that govern the fair use of the system.
Our moderator team has been gifted with some of the greatest volunteer effort, but as with all
volunteers, life typically doesn’t keep the window open indefinitely on the opportunity to help.
That happened last year when we had to say goodbye to Aaron K. when he needed to focus on his
two jobs and finding a new way in life, leaving the moderator team essentially to Austin and Gary
(with occasional webmaster, Steve).
In the consideration of a new moderator, one particular individual stood out as exceptionally
qualified and able. We sent a long-distance email to Australia, asked and fortunately received a “yes”
reply from Plenum, Bring4th’s newest moderator.

A Patron Provides a Pillar of Potato Pie*
Prior to 2008 when Steve E. built L/L’s very first online store, the organization had to be
supplemented each year from Carla and Jim’s personal funds. The online store enabled seekers to
more easily and conveniently support Carla & Jim. Since that time, we’ve been able to stay afloat.
Barely. Each November we have reliably coasted in on fumes, filling the gas tank only thanks to the
start of the annual fundraiser at the end of November.
L/L Research’s yellow-ray situation took a turn for the better at the end of 2012 when a very, very
generous seeker determined that he was going to use his means to help financially bolster the
organization. As a result, we’ve been able to do incredible things, like fund a full-time position for Jim
– allowing him to retire his one-man lawnservice business, bring Austin into the office, complete
projects long in the works, begin a savings for bigger projects down the road – possibly even landbased community(!), and generally focus on retrofitting and upgrading the ship that Carla, Jim, and
Don built for its future voyages.
Many, many thanks to you, Larry.
*Alliteration.

Volunteers – General
Though small by the world’s standards, much of what L/L Research is able to accomplish is thanks in
no small part to volunteer effort.
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You are too many to name here. Please know we thank you from the bottom of our hearts!
Volunteers of 2013 in the PDF at the bottom of this page.

Huffington Post
HuffPo blogger Denise Wilbanks (mentioned above for the interviews she conducted with Carla) has
written a series of articles about making reference to the Law of One:




What’s Your Polarity Pt I: October 7, 2013
What’s Your Polarity Pt II: October 29, 2013
HuffPo 3: Love is a Function of Awareness: April 27, 2014:

A relative of a human entity discussed in the Law of One speaks
The great-granddaughter of President Dwight Eisenhower referenced the Law of One in vindication of
her great-grandfather’s actions.
How we know for certain the world is coming to an end
http://www.walmart.com/ip/2545206

Carla: Jim is in the yard again, all cleaned up from his day’s work, wandering around and looking at his
new handiwork. He will come in and share it with me soon, taking photos as he ambles and rambles.
How I love that! It is thirty years now since we moved to this sweet home and began to make a
garden out of blank grass. Our garden has matured as our spiritual lives have matured – slowly,
lovingly and gradually. We pray that you also are enjoying the development of your own spiritual
path. Of course, there are always surprises! Be ready for miracles! And have a wonderful, flower-filled
summer!
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The following a list of study groups forming or already formed around the world along with their
contact information. Feel free to join them in study if you find yourself in their neck of the woods!
If you would like to see your group added to or removed from this list, please let us know.
The Ascension Meditation and Healing Group
Lifestream Center, 2006 Windsor Ave. SW, Roanoke, VA
Roanoke, Virginia www.lifestreamcenter.org
Led by Rick Cook rickycook21@hotmail.com
"The Ascension Meditation and Healing Group led by Richard and Karen Cook meets every Monday
evening at 7 p.m. at the Lifestream Center. Richard is the author of Return of the Aeons: The
Planetary Spiritual Ascension, a book that draws heavily on the Law of One teachings. For information
please see www.lifestreamcenter.org or call 540-907-5289. The Lifestream Center is easily accessible
from I-81 (via I-581) for those traveling past Roanoke. "
The Awakening Project
Ft. Myers, Florida
Headed by Michael Toth
awakeningproject@aol.com
Brazilian Law of One Study Group
Santo André, SP, Brazil
Headed by Edgard Damiani edamiani@gmail.com
"We are studying the Lo1 philosophy in tandem with Jungian psychology, and it has been shown a
very fruitful path. We're trying to focus more on the non-transient matters, specially regarding
inteligent infinity, the primal distortions, densities, rays, harvest, disciplines of personality, self
knowledge and practical application of all these principles in relation to life's catalysts."
British Law of One Study Group
Forest Row and Abbots Langley, England
Headed by Ian Bond bond.ian@talktalk.net and
Pupak Haghighi hoopoesong@gmail.com
The next Circle of Seeking here will take place on Saturday, June 15, at Ian & Denise's place in Abbots
Langley.
“Our group meets once a month, usually on a Sunday, we spend part of our time reading parts of
‘Law of One’ material, or some of the Q’uo transcripts. We then share a meal together, which
everyone contributes to. If time allows we might go for a walk if it’s not raining too heavily (it’s
England here). In the later part of the day we focus on our personal seeking which begins with a
period of silent meditation after which we do a round-robin sharing, then ask what is it that we are
seeking, each individually and as a group. We call upon and ask the collective group intelligence to
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address our seeking and usually the response we get through our collective reflection is profound and
often satisfying!”
The Chandler Law of One Study Group
Headed by Carole Manna carolejmanna@yahoo.com
Update: The Chandler Law of One Study Group has disbanded. Carole remains interested in forming a
study group centered on the Law of One and asks that you please contact her if interested.
Literra Law of One Study Group
Spring Green, WI
Literra@merr.com
“The Spring Green (Wisconsin) Law of One Study Group hosted by Jim and Maxine Pfefferkorn: The
monthly meeting (usually for 4 hours on a Sunday afternoon) format starts with a brief meditation,
followed by introductions, then opening the floor for discussion of anything attendees wish to
explore pertaining to the Law of One, and sometimes Jim will lead us in covering some material from
his workbook “The Soul and The Creation, based on the Law of One,” (which is available for $20 plus
shipping). We break halfway for some munchies and beverages folks have brought. Socializing during
the break is heartwarming and a highlight of the gathering. We reconvene and continue with more
discussion and close by gathering in circle and chanting “OM.”
The Memphis Law of One Study Group – local and Google Hangout
Location: Prema Healing Meditation. 5658 S. Rex Rd, Memphis, TN 38119
Led by Dean Graves deanhalf@gmail.com
(901) 308-4599
"We meet the 2nd and 4th Sunday of every month (holidays excepted) from 2 to 4 PM CST. The group
is small and varies in size, with some local to Memphis, TN and some participating via Google
Hangout. The format for the meeting follows the session order, reading the current session and
discussing various portions that are not well understood by everyone. It is an informal process but
the participants tend to be quite familiar with the material. Seekers new to the material are always
welcome though. For those not able to be physically present in Memphis, we can accommodate up to
ten people on our Google Hangout connection. Please check with me to see if we have any openings.
We would love your addition to our group."
L/L Research Law of One Study Group
Louisville, KY
Led by Carla Rueckert-McCarty and Jim McCarty
contact@llresearch.org
Public meditations are held every Saturday at 8 PM from September through May. First and third
Saturdays are held for silent meditations, second and fourth Saturdays for channeling meditations,
and on fifth Saturdays no mediation is scheduled. All are welcome!
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The Oslo Law of One Study Group
Oslo, Norway
Headed by Carl Henrik Janson chjan@online.no +4795104800 and
Hanne Mette Janson hannemette@online.no +4795212295
Taichung LoO Study Group
The Seth Foundation, Headquater
Contact telephone/FAX: (04)22364612
We have been gathering once per month since 2007. We study the Law of One books. Currently, as of
April, 2013, we are starting to work through LOO Book IV.
New Taipei L/L Study Group
The Seth Foundation, Banciao branch
Contact telephone.: (02)82524377
We study the L/L Research material on the second and fourth Tuesday evening of each month.
Talks with Scott Mandelker
http://talkswithscottmandelker.com || www.scottmandelker.com
Wanderers' Notes / Healing & Balance / ET-Earth History and Cosmic Plan
* Weekly 2-hour Skype-based class on the Law of One
* Reading, commentary, and discussion of selected Ra compilations:
* Personal sharing, questions and intelligent group interaction ~!
* $10/session or $35/4-sessions, with free audio file downloads
Taiwan: Chia-Yi LoO Study Group
The Seth Foundation, Chia-Yi branch
Contact tel# 05-2754886 or 05-2759913
We have been gathering once per month since 2011 to study both the Law of One material and the
L/L Research material. As of May, 2013, we are starting to work through LOO Book I.
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